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Visualisations 

The Proposed Development would result in changes 
to views, and it is important to show what it would 
potentially look like as part of the landscape.
A series of visualisations has been prepared for 
each viewpoint as part of the LVA. The following 
photomontages model the indicative design of the 

development. To reduce the visual presence of the 
Proposed Development, the buildings, structures and 
fencing would have a rendered finish in a muted hue of 
grey, green and/or brown (as shown separately on the full 
set of visualisations).

Viewpoint 1: Beinn Tharsuinn wind farm access track

Viewpoint 3: Aultnamain

Viewpoint 5: Beinn Tharsuinn

VIEWPOINT 1 - Beinn Tharsuinn wind farm access track (Figure 2.6b) Camera: Canon EOS 6D MkII     Focal Length: 50mm vertical (27°) x 28mm horizontal (65.5°)     Camera height: 1.5m     Date: 17/08/2022     Time: 10:22     

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

The images contained on this page and the following page are not representative of scale and distance 
from the actual viewpoint and show the development in its wider landscape context only.

Photomontage

VIEWPOINT 3 - B9176, Aultnamain (Figure 2.8b) Camera: Canon EOS 6D MkII     Focal Length: 50mm vertical (27°) x 28mm horizontal (65.5°)     Camera height: 1.5m     Date: 17/08/2022     Time: 11:21     

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

The images contained on this page and the following page are not representative of scale and distance 
from the actual viewpoint and show the development in its wider landscape context only.

Photomontage

VIEWPOINT 5 - Beinn Tharsuinn (Figure 2.10b) Camera: Canon EOS 6D MkII     Focal Length: 50mm vertical (27°) x 28mm horizontal (65.5°)     Camera height: 1.5m     Date: 17/08/2022     Time: 14:29     

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

The images contained on this page and the following page are not representative of scale and distance 
from the actual viewpoint and show the development in its wider landscape context only.

Photomontage


